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COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

Live case studies for each HR topics to ensure 
that learner can understand it thoroughly

REAL TIME CASE STUDIES

Our career square forum is the most dynamic 
platform to connect with expert across the 
globe

FORUM

20 hours of online live instructor-led classes
Weekend class : 7 sessions of 3 hours each

INSTRUCTOR-LED SESSIONS

each participants is requred to do the project 
along side with the intructor to better grasp 
the advanced concepts

LEAN BY DOING 

FEATURES

Certified HR Analytics course with 100% Job Assistance
Learn from dozens of real-life examples and in-depth examples
Real time interview preparation by HR Experts
Master core statistical concepts and analyses needed to analyze and interpret any data-driven 
insights
Learn best data driven HR Practices used in industry
Project and case study based teaching in key subjects
Design and implement HR Metrics.
Debate real issues with leading HR Practitioners from all over the world and solve problem 
together 
Our trainers: Human Resource Practioners

Get 3 certifications in one course HR 
Analytics, Powerpoint and Advance Excel. 
You can show them separately in resume

CERTIFICATION

Online support from our team for all your 
queries based on ticket based tracking 
system

EXPERT SUPPORT
You get lifetime access to the FINXL LMS 
which includes videos, excel spreadsheets, 
presentations, ebooks, quizzes and case 
studies

LIFETIME ACCESS

Each session will be followed by practical 
assignment

ASSIGNMENTS



HR analytics is the science of gathering, organizing and analyzing the data related to HR functions like recruitment, 
talent management, employee engagement, performance and retention to ensure better decision making in all 
these areas. By using various types of HR so�ware and technology, HR departments are creating a large amount of 
data every day.  

HR analytics improves HR overall performance, It transforms the role of HR as a strategic partner. It enables data-
driven decisions to attract, manage, and retain employees, which improves ROI.  It helps leaders make decisions to 
create better work environments and maximize employee productivity.  It has a major impact on the bottom-line 
when used effectively.
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WHAT IS HR ANALYTICS?

WHY HR ANALYTICS TRAINING REQUIRED?
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WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

WHO SHOULD TAKE THIS COURSE 
Any graduate/post graduate, HR/ non HR professionals.
No prior knowledge is required in order to be eligible for admission to the HR Analytics program. 
The program is typically attended by people with a bachelor's or master's degree and between 2 – 
10 years of (HR related) work experience. 



WHY FINXL
Corporate do not entertain fresher's due to lack of minimum practical exposure required on job. 
Hence here is how FINXL bridge the skill & experience gap and prepare you to be ready-made 
resource available for employer!!

PRACTICAL & CASE STUDY BASED TRAINING
Industry relevant content
Case study based hands on training
In-depth understanding of HR fundamentals 
Trained by HR Practioners
Individual progress measurement
Case studies with reputed companies
One on one doubt-clearing sessions
Life time access to FINXL LMS
Connect HR professionals globally

INTERVIEW SKILL TRAINING 

MARKET READY
Frequent job updates
Customized career guidance 
So� skills workshop
Skill set mapping 
Placement assistance 
Scheduling Interviews 

Mock interviews 
Frequently asked interview questions preparation
Resume preparation
Job portal updation
Assertiveness and communication 
HR Analytics, Reporting & presentation 



MODULE 1 : INTRODUCTION OF HR ANALYTICS 
HR ANALYTICS 
= Understand the characteristics of HR analytics 
= Explain the strategic focus for HR analytics 
= Describe several problems facing HR analytics 
Challenges within HR Analytics 
= Understand whether HR Analytics is big data 
= Describe common pitfalls of HR Analytics project 
= Explain how to solve problems with HR Analytics 

Skill sets 
= Describe the 5 most important skills required 
= Understand the skills needed in a HR analytics team 
= Explain the skillsets needed in different stages of the HR 

analytics process 

This module empowers the participant with a never before seen depth in almost all of Excel's powerful Features with a 
focus on becoming an Expert, by 'Mastering' each of the mentioned categories. The module offers Tips, Tricks, Data 
analysis and comprehensive coverage of topics that you may not even be aware of
= Excel Essentials
= Introduction to key board accelerators
= Manipulating and formatting rows/columns, 

boarder sheets
= Data Validation
= Hyperlinking
= Conditional Formatting
= Paste Special
= Freezing & Unfreezing Panes
= Text to Columns
= Inserting, Viewing & Editing Comments

= Removing Duplicates
= Using VLOOKUP & HLOOKUP
= Using SUMIF, COUNTIF, AND AVERAGEIF
= Using the TRANSPOSE and SUMPRODUCT function
= Working with dates - DATEDIF, YEAR, YEARFRACE & 

MONTH
= Pivot table
= Sensitivity analysis with Data tables
= Charting commonly used
= Index, Search, Choose, offset

MODULE 2 : EXCEL EXPERT & PROFESSIONAL POWERPOINT

MODULE 3 : STATISTICS AND  ANALYTICS IN HR

= Explain the link between complexity and maturity 
= Understand the four different maturity levels 
= Describe what is needed in each maturity level 

= Understand the characteristics of a correlation analysis
= Utilize SPSS to do a correlation analysis
= Explain how control variables influence a correlation

HR ANALYTICS MATURITY CORRELATION ANALYSIS

= Understand the characteristics of a regression 
analysis

= Utilize SPSS to do a regression analysis
= Learn how to add control variables in a regression

= Understand how predictive analytics work 
= Describe the use of machine learning in HR analytics 
= Explain the difference between predictive & regression 

analyses

REGRESSION ANALYSIS PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

= Describe the 4 rules of reporting HR analytics 
= Understand the mindset in reporting HR analytics 
= Explain the importance of data visualization 

= Understand why design is important in reporting 
= Explain how to put insights into perspective 
= Describe the basic principles of information design 

REPORTING & ADVISING DATA VISUALIZATION 



= Describe how you should start with a relevant 
business challenge 

= Understand what the first steps are a�er defining 
the business problem 

= Explain how you can create measurable and 
impactful metrics to measure HR effectiveness 

= Understand the link between diversity and 
innovativeness 

= Explain the relationship between innovation and 
revenue 

= Describe how education does not translate into 
leadership 

APPLYING THE HR VALUE CHAIN IN REAL LIFE BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR HR ANALYTICS

= Understand the link between diversity and innovativeness 
= Explain the relationship between innovation and revenue 
= Describe how education does not translate into leadership 

BONUS : HOW DIVERSITY MAKES TEAMS MORE INNOVATIVE

= Understand how to prioritize HR analytics projects 
= Explain the competitive edge HR analytics brings 
= How to add value to the organization as an HR analyst 

BONUS : INTERVIEW ALEC LEVENSON

MODULE 4 : COST AND COMPENSATION BENCH MARKING
= What is compensation benchmarking
= Why do we need cost benchmarking
= What Makes Up A Great Total Rewards Package
= What Are Compensation Benchmarking Best 

Practices?
= 3 Compensation Best Practices and Costs 

Associated
= Benchmarking Internally,

= Benchmarking using a Third Party,
= Compensation Specialists,
= Cost of Compensation Benchmarking,
= Cost of Hiring a Compensation Consultant,
= Organizational Knowledge,
= Purchasing Salary Surveys,
= Survey Library and Compensation Tools,
= What is Compensation Benchmarking

MODULE 5 : BUIDLING  THE BUSINESS CASE
CHALLENGES, MATURITY AND AGILE HR ANALYTICS
= Describe the major challenges facing HR analytics 
= Understand the future of HR analytics 
= Explain how HR analytics will solve these challenges 
= Understand the HR analytics maturity model 
= E x p l a i n  e m p l oye e  l i fe  c yc l e s  a n d  e m p l oye e 

experiences 
= Describe performance- and succession management 
= Explain the people analytics cycle 
= Understand the agile framework 
= Connect agile principles with HR challenges 

= Explain the effects between (in)dependent variables 
and control variables 

= Describe the impact of a moderator variable 
= Understand how a mediator can affect the outcome 

VARIABLES

PROVING ANALYTICS' VALUE BY USING THE HR VALUE CHAIN
= Understand how the HR Value Chain works 
= Describe how the HR Value Chain can be used to 

achieve business outcomes from HR 
= Explain how HR processes work in conjunction with 

HR outcomes and organizational outcomes 



MODE OF LEARNING

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

CLASSROOM
100+ Hours rigorus training                                                                                                    
Train by HR Practioners
Active learning 
Small scale training batches
Individual progress  measurement & attention
Learn at your own pace 
Real time case studies 
Practical approach 
Complementory eLearning for all participants
Life time access to FINXL LMS
Certificate of Completion

ONLINE TRAINING
60 hrs Audio Video presentation on data driven HR 
analysis
Flexible learning - Train anytime, anywhere 
Questions & answers forums 
Online reading material
HR Analytics, Reporting& Cost benchmarking ebooks
Predictive Analysis  on start up & Mature Companies
Clear your doubts face to face with experts
Certificate of Completion
Connect with FP&A professionals globally 

 CERTIFICATION PROVIDED

111 PREPARE CAPSTONE
PROJECT222 PROJECT 

PRESENTATION  333COMPLETE INTERNAL
EVALUATION

(TOPIC WISE TESTS & ASSIGNMENTS)



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

ANS
Q1

= View the recorded session of the class available in your LMS
= You can attend the missed session, in any other live batch

ANS

ANS

Q2

Q3

ANS
Q4

ANS
Q5

 Why Should I enroll for this program?
The demand for data-savvy HR professionals and in particular HR Analytics professionals far exceeds the current 
supply. The HR Analytics Program offers the opportunity to develop indemand HR analytics skills and launch (or 
advance) your career in this exciting new field. By the end of the program, you will have a solid knowledge of HR 
analytics and will be ready to specialize further in the field. Furthermore, you will have created a plan to start 
implementing data-driven HR practices within your organization and possess the skills necessary to head the 
implementation.

Is this course the right fit for me?
If you are someone who recognizes the need for more data-driven decision making in HR, or if you are interested 
in becoming an HR Analytics Leader/Manager/Director, this course is ideal for you. Also consider this course if you 
are a committed newcomer to the field starting from scratch and are ready to set up an analytics function without 
wasting years and money trying to figure it out on your own. In short, the HR Analytics program is designed for 
anyone interested in preparing for the role of an HR analytics leader/manager, HR analytics consultant or any role 
similar to these. If you're not sure this course is the right fit, please visit our website and schedule a call with one of 
our admissions advisors.

What are the Job perspectives? 
This course qualifies you for a wide array of HR analytics related roles such as HR Analytics Lead(er), HR Analytics 
Consultant, HR Analytics Manager, Director of Workforce Analytics. Thanks to the solid foundation this course 
offers, it is also the perfect starting point to specialize further for roles such as HRIS Analyst, HR Data Analyst, or HR 
Data Scientist.

What if I miss sessions?
You will never miss a lecture at FINXL! You can choose either of the two options:

What if I have queries a�er I complete this course?
You get lifetime access to our Support Team who will help resolve your queries during and a�er the course



ANS
Q6

NOTE:
FINXL does not guarantee placements. Placements are at the discretion of management and candidates 

should not enroll with a sole view to seek employment opportunities through us

ANS
Q7

ANS
Q8

ANS
Q9

ANS
Q10

ANS
Q11

ANS
Q12

How soon a�er signing up will I get access to the course content?
A�er enrollment, you will get instant lifetime access to the LMS. You will be able to access the complete set of 
previous class recordings, presentations, PDFs, assignments, etc. Moreover, you will immediately get access to our 
support team so that you can start learning right away.

Is the course material accessible to the students even a�er the course training is over?
Yes! All learners get lifetime access to all course material once you have enrolled.

 What is the list of FINXL certificates?
 Financial modeling & Equity research
 Financial Planning & Analysis (FP&A)
 Investment Banking (IB)
 Equity Research
 HR Analytics
 Excel Expert
 Power Point Presentation

Is FINXL Certification worth it?
The FINXL certification holds great value in today's job market. Having this in your resume can help open up lots of 
job opportunities for you. Excel expert certified professionals draw the best packages in the finance domain which 
is certainly a worthy investment for your career. 

How do i register for a course?
You need to register online (enrol now)

What are the payment options?
You can pay by Google pay, Paytm, Phonepe, Credit Card, Debit Card or Net Banking from all the leading banks. 

Do you provide placement assistance?
You will get assistance from our expert on resume preparation and job portal updation. You just need to raise 
request in LMS and our expert will connect with you within 24hrs. 

FINXL does provide placement assistance. It depends on prevailing market conditions & candidate profile. We 
regularly send and arrange interviews for our candidates in different companies. 



COSTING PLAN

INR 25,000 (FOR CLASSROOM) INR 15,000 (ONLINE)

COURSE DURATION FOR CLASSROOM TRAINING
WEEKEND BATCH TIMING

WEEKDAY-REGULAR BATCH TIMING

TRENDING COURSES

Financial
Modeling &

Equity Research
Investment

Banking

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Online training courses may not be transferred to another student. 

REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT
For registration and inquiries, please email us at info@finxl.in or call us at +91 9158882688 / +91 9654223403. 
Registration will only be confirmed upon receipt of payment and registration form.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Full payment must be made in one go and once you have the access to our course content and videos, no refund will 
be applicable. 

2.5 Months (12 weeks), Intensive 100 hours

Saturday & Sunday (2 classes per weekend, 4 hours each) 3 Months (12 weeks), Intensive 100 hours

Sunday (1 class per weekend, 6 hours each) 4 Months (16 weeks), Intensive 100 hours

OPTION I

OPTION II

Financial
Planning

& Analysis
Excel

Expert
Power Point
Presentation 
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